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CLINICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Understanding Military Culture
With training, non-military psychologists can understand strengths and
vulnerabilities that service members, veterans and their families may bring
to mental health treatment.

M

ilitary culture is like an iceberg, according to a
free Veterans Affairs (VA)/Department of Defense
(DoD) online training course called “Military
Culture: Core Competencies for Healthcare Professionals”
(see sidebar on page 5). Above the waterline are the visible
aspects of the culture, such as ranks, uniforms, medals,
salutes and ceremonies. At the waterline are more subtle
cultural signs, including service creeds and oaths of office.
Below the waterline are the hidden aspects of military
culture – the values of discipline, teamwork, self-sacrifice,
loyalty and fighting spirit.
Are you culturally competent when it comes to clients
who are active duty service members, veterans or military
family members? Even if you’re not a military psychologist,
you need to be. Increasing numbers of non-military
psychologists in the community are being called upon to
see military and veteran clients, says psychologist Wendy
Tenhula, PhD, national director for VA/DoD integrated
mental health at the VA central office.
Service members and veterans may prefer to keep their
mental health care and their military lives separate,
either from personal preference or a desire to protect
their military careers, says Tenhula. National Guards and
Reservists may live too far away from military facilities to

receive care there, while some veterans may not be eligible
for care at VA facilities, depending on when and where
they served, how long they were in the military and how
long it has been since they left.
And a lack of cultural competence can mean military
clients don’t get the care they need. “Concern about not
being understood or respected by providers is repeatedly
cited by service members and veterans as reasons for not
seeking treatment or dropping out,” says Tenhula, who
helped develop the “Military Culture” course. “That’s one
thing military culture training tries to address – how you
as a clinician can understand, respect and build on those
experiences even if you’ve never served in the military
yourself.”
With training, non-military psychologists can come to
understand the military ethos and how it contributes
to strengths as well as vulnerabilities when it comes
to mental health care. They can appreciate the special
needs of military subpopulations, whether it’s National
Guard members, veterans or children of active duty
personnel. They can also help encourage those who need
mental health care by being clear that even active duty
personnel enjoy the same privacy protections as other
patients.
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Checking your biases
Misconceptions about military clients are common among
non-military mental health providers, says Tenhula.
“I’ve encountered providers who assume that people
only go into the military if they have no other choices in
life,” she says. Especially in today’s all-volunteer military,
Tenhula points out, people join for a wide variety of
reasons – for example, to further their education, learn new
skills, provide for their families or travel the world.
“If you haven’t worked with service members or veterans,
you might not even realize you have those perceptions,”
says Tenhula, adding that such biases can affect
practitioners’ work with their clients. “If you have the
assumption going into your work with a veteran that people
only go into the military because they are at a dead end in
their lives, that’s a very different perspective than, ‘This
person went through college on an ROTC scholarship and
was chosen to become a leader in the military.’”
People also assume that service members returning from
Iraq and Afghanistan are ticking time bombs, says Col.
Rebecca I. Porter, PhD, a psychologist who directs the
DiLorenzo TRICARE Health Clinic at the Pentagon. “In
fact, they don’t all have post-traumatic stress disorder
(PTSD),” says Porter, a past president of APA’s Div. 19
(Society for Military Psychology). “And even the ones
who do may be completely capable of doing their jobs
and staying on active duty.”

Understanding the military ethos
While PTSD and traumatic brain injuries have become
hallmarks of the wars of the last 15 years, military
individuals have unique strengths that can help them
weather these and other mental health problems, says
Tenhula.
“The really important message is that while military
experience can put people at risk for certain difficulties, the
vast majority of service members and veterans successfully
navigate the challenges of post-military life and bring a lot of
strengths to that and to the therapy session as well,” she says.
Key among those strengths is what Tenhula calls the
“military ethos” – the values of teamwork, discipline,
pride and commitment to a mission that characterize life
in the military. While each of the nation’s five military
branches subscribe to that ethos, she says, each also has
its own slightly different ethos and values. The Army’s
ethos includes never accepting defeat and never quitting,

People join for a wide variety of reasons... to
further their education, learn new skills, provide
for their families or travel the world.
for example, while the Navy’s ethos includes decisive
leadership as a key part of success.
These values not only protect military individuals’ mental
health, says Tenhula. They can also help them succeed in
treatment if they do end up needing help. The military’s
emphasis on commitment and follow-through can enhance
treatment, for example. The military also emphasizes
training, so the idea of learning new skills to be more
successful in life can resonate with service members and
veterans. And while veterans may feel a loss of identity
now that they’re no longer part of their units, says Tenhula,
psychologists can help them commit to doing what’s best
for their families or whoever their social group is now.
Porter urges her civilian counterparts not to coddle
military clients. “If they don’t do whatever homework you
prescribe, for example, be firm with them about what it
takes to get better,” she suggests.

Asking questions
To take advantage of those strengths, you have to know if a
client is part of military culture, says psychologist Ronald
S. Palomares, PhD, who provides confidential mental
health services to military service members and dependents
as part of the Military Family and Life Consultant program
and is on the faculty at Texas Woman’s University.
Palomares suggests that all psychologists include the
question, “Are you or a close family member connected
to the military?” in their clinical intake. Recognizing
that many patients don’t volunteer this information, the
American Medical Association issued guidelines in 2015
recommending that all health-care providers ask about
military history of patients and their family members.
Don’t stop there. In addition to asking about what branch
of the military service your client served in, also ask what
role – combat, protection or support – he or she played.
A humanitarian mission is very different from counterinsurgency warfare, for example.
Other questions to ask include why a client joined a
particular branch of the military and how connected he or
she feels to the military.
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Getting prepared
Psychologists should be prepared to respond appropriately
if someone says they do have a military connection.
Start with the Center for Deployment Psychology’s selfassessment exercise, available at deploymentpsych.
org/self-awareness-exercise to uncover your own
biases, expectations and beliefs about members of the
military. Study the VA/DoD clinical practice guidelines
on evaluating and managing post-deployment health,
managing PTSD and concussion and mild traumatic brain
injury and other topics, available at deploymentpsych.
org/content/va-dod-clinical-practice-guidelines. And take
the “Military Culture” course, available at vha.train.org/
DesktopShell.aspx. The course offers modules on beliefs
and biases about the military, military organization and
roles, stressors and their impacts, treatment resources
and tools and offers continuing education credit for
psychologists and other clinicians.
If your practice is close to a military base, you could also
introduce yourself to providers and ask about on-base
trainings and other resources available to community-based
providers.
Being culturally competent in military culture won’t
necessarily change how you do psychotherapy, just as it
wouldn’t if you were treating someone with a different
racial or ethnic background or sexual orientation from
your own. What’s most important, says Tenhula, is simply
respecting both military clients’ concerns and their
experiences. That means knowing about the different
branches, understanding rank and using correct greetings,
titles and colloquialisms. To make people comfortable, you
could also ensure that artwork, magazines and brochures in
your office reflect military culture.

Being attuned to subpopulations
Of course, military culture isn’t homogenous. Just like any
other area of cultural competency, military culture has
subpopulations with their own unique vulnerabilities and
strengths.
Take National Guard members and Reservists, for example.
Unlike active duty service members, says Palomares,
these individuals may live far from military bases and the
supports they offer to both military members and their
families.
“They’re coming from communities across the nation
— rural, urban and everywhere else,” says Palomares.
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If your practice is close to a military base, you
could introduce yourself to providers and ask
about on-base trainings and other resources
available to community-based providers.
“When you live near a military installation, the community
understands and supports the military.”
National Guards and Reservists may also struggle with
identity issues, says Palomares. “They have to straddle
two worlds,” he says, explaining that they must go back
and forth between their normal everyday jobs and going
to training or even overseas alongside full-time service
members. “People sometimes struggle with making that
seamless transition from one to another.”
Military families also have unique concerns, says Karen
Herdzik Lopez, PhD, a psychologist whose private
practice is close to Fort Bragg in Fayetteville, N.C.
Deployments – especially the multiple deployments that
have characterized the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan – are
obviously stressful, she says. Beyond that, she says, the
spouse who is left behind has the stress of having to run
a household without a partner. Sometimes the left-behind
spouse or children move back to their hometowns so that
parents, grandparents or others can help provide support.
The stresses can continue even after the deployed spouse
comes home, adds Herdzik Lopez, explaining that the
military member can seem different to family members
and that it can take some time for service members to reintegrate back into normal life.
“When they’re deployed, they’re working very hard under
harsh conditions,” says Herdzik Lopez, noting that about
35 percent of her practice consists of veterans and military
dependents. “When they come back, they’re frequently very
tired and worn down, with time to process and think about
the different things they’re not able to think about when
they’re deployed.”
Even when military personnel aren’t deployed, says
Herdzik Lopez, there can be stresses. “Service members
have lots of demands placed on them beyond the typical
career,” she says. “They often work long hours and get
called in for special duty.”
On the plus side, the frequent moves military families
typically make help give spouses and children extra
flexibility, adaptability and resilience.
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ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
According to a 2014 RAND Corporation report, Ready to Serve: Community Based Provider Capacity to Deliver Culturally
Competent, Quality Mental Health Care to Veterans and Their Families, psychologists and other providers may not be
adequately prepared to meet the needs of military clients.
While 70 percent of providers working in a Veterans Affairs (VA) or military setting had a high degree of what the report
calls “military cultural competency,” the report found, only eight percent of those without VA or TRICARE affiliation did.
While proximity to a VA or military facility boosted competence – with almost a quarter of practitioners within 10 miles
exhibiting high military cultural competence – only 15 percent of those farther away did.
Is your practice ready? These resources can help you prepare:
APA’s Div. 19 (Society for Military Psychology). The
division offers a newsletter, journal and other resources,
including opportunities to consult with members. Visit
www.apadivisions.org/division-19/index.aspx.
Center for Deployment Psychology. Aimed at both
military and civilian behavioral health professionals, the
center offers information, training and other resources.
Visit deploymentpsych.org.
Community Provider Toolkit. This VA resource offers
tools for understanding military culture, screening for
military experience, treating common mental health
problems and connecting with the VA. Visit www.
mentalhealth.va.gov/communityproviders/#sthash.
dnscVmh7.dpbs.
Give an Hour. Run by a psychologist, this nonprofit
organization encourages psychologists and other mental
health professionals to provide volunteer services to
service members, veterans and their families. Visit
giveanhour.org.
Make the Connection. This VA website showcases
veterans’ stories of recovery, provides information
about mental health conditions and connects users with
nearby resources. Visit maketheconnection.net.

Military & Family Life Consultant Program. Designed
to supplement DoD services for service members and
their families, this program offers short-term counseling
focused on problem-solving. Visit www.mhngs.com/
app/programsandservices/mflc_program.content.
Military Cultural Awareness. This online course from
the VA explains military branches, ranks, customs, VA
practices and more. Visit learning.mycareeratva.va.gov/
courses/Military-Cultural-Awareness-Course/M/wrap_
menupage.htm.
Military Culture: Core Competencies for Healthcare
Professionals. Developed by the VA and DoD, this fourmodule course offers continuing education credits. Visit
vha.train.org/DesktopShell.aspx.
National Center for Post-traumatic Stress Disorder
(PTSD). This VA site offers a consultation program as well
as links to training and other resources. Visit www.ptsd.
va.gov/professional/consult.
VA/DoD clinical practice guidelines. These evidencebased guidelines explain how to evaluate and manage
post-deployment health, plus how to manage PTSD,
concussion and mild traumatic brain injury, depression
and substance use. Visit deploymentpsych.org/content/vadod-clinical-practice-guidelines.

“Even though from the perspective of a child in middle

Explaining confidentiality rules

school or high school, it may feel like you’re ruining their

One other key part of military culture psychologists in
the community need to be aware of is the stigma around
seeking mental health services.

lives, most military children are able to look back at the
experience and the places they’ve lived, the different
cultures they’ve encountered and see that as strengthproducing, as giving them a flexibility or worldliness they
wouldn’t trade,” says Porter, whose own children attended
five or six different schools during her service. “They may
become quite adept at building new support systems and
friendships wherever they go.”

“We’ve made a lot of strides in decreasing stigma, but
service members still worry that seeking behavioral health
care is detrimental to their careers and reputations,” says
Porter. As a result of those fears, military members may not
seek care or may not reveal what’s really on their minds if
they do.
continued on page 16
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ESPECIALLY FOR EARLY-CAREER PSYCHOLOGISTS

Demystifying Provider
Contracts

Here are some important items to understand and consider
about these contracts.

W

hen you sign a provider contract with an
insurance or managed care company to deliver
services to insurance plan subscribers, you agree
to obligations that are enforceable by law. Some contract
provisions can create difficulties and challenges for
practitioners. Others are just important to be aware of to
make your dealings with the company smoother.
This article begins with some general pointers for handling
provider contracts, discusses how these contracts are
organized, and then highlights several contract terms that
may require particular attention.
Much of the advice in this article will apply to provider
contracts with other entities, such as accountable care
organizations or medical homes. And some of the material,
particularly the general pointers, will be applicable to any
contract you may sign in your practice — for example,
a lease of office space, an employment contract or an
independent contractor agreement.

General pointers
Consider the following general guidance:
Review the contract before you sign it. Do not assume that
all provider contracts are alike. Make sure you know what
the terms of a contract mean — and obligate you to do —
and be certain you are willing and able to meet all of the
obligations.
Reviewing provider contracts was easier decades ago when
they tended to be only a few pages long. Many provider

contracts now exceed 20 pages. At a minimum, you should
be sure to carefully review the key provisions described in
the last section.
Psychologists sometimes wonder if there is any leeway to
modify a contract provision that they find objectionable.
Companies typically expect health care professionals to
agree to a provider contract in its entirety. As such, you
may find that you have limited opportunity to negotiate
terms, though some psychologists have successfully
negotiated reimbursement rates. You can always ask
whether a particular company is willing to modify or delete
a particular provision in the contract.
Consider having a knowledgeable attorney assist you
as needed with contract review. This is particularly
important if you are having trouble understanding what
the contract says. Based on their own knowledge and
experience, your professional colleagues as well as your
state psychological association may be able to provide good
leads on attorneys. (Some state associations, such as those
in Florida and Texas, offer members free or discounted
attorney consultations as a member benefit.) For law firms
not recommended by colleagues or your state association,
you can check the law firm’s website to see if health care,
health care contracts or provider contracts are identified
as an area of expertise. If the firm’s website has a long list
of specialties relative to the number of attorneys, consider
whether the firm actually has in-depth expertise relevant to
reviewing provider contracts. For example, you might ask
how many provider contracts the firm has reviewed in the
last few years.
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Keep a copy of your signed contracts readily accessible,
whether electronically or a photocopy, including any
amendments. You need to be able to readily refer to
the contract if a disagreement or other conflict with the
company arises. Also keep handy any amendments to the
contract that you may receive from the company. A quick
review of these documents may allow you to favorably
resolve problems with the company.
Be aware of state governmental entities to which you can
report unfair practices by the insurance or managed care
company. Your state insurance commission, or similar
state agency responsible for overseeing contracts issued
by insurance or managed care companies, may address
health professionals’ complaints about their contracts and
may be willing to help you resolve these conflicts. (Some
insurance commissioners only respond to consumer/
patient concerns.) When you send a complaint email or
letter to the company, you might want to send a copy to the
state insurance agency as well (See the “10 Tips” article
in the Related Resources sidebar on page 9 for further
information).

Components of your provider contract
Understanding the different pieces of the provider contract
will make it easier for you to review it. The typical provider
contract has four basic components. Together these make
up the package to which you are agreeing.
The main contract. Most of the key provisions discussed
in the next section will be found in the main body of the
contract, which typically ends with the signature page.
While this is typically the only document that you sign,
it generally contains a provision saying that you are also
agreeing to abide by the terms of the other components.
(Sometimes the contract uses the legalese expression that
the other components are “incorporated by reference,”
which means that they are considered part of the contract.)
Amendments. Often the provider contract will have
amendments that change portions of the main contract.
Some may only apply to particular programs, such as a
Medicaid plan, while other amendments are designed to
conform the contract to your state’s law. Amendments
may specify what happens if there is a conflict between
a provision in the main contract and a provision in the
appendix or amendment. Typically, the provision in the
amendment takes precedence if there is a conflict.
Amendments are the most common way for the company
to change the main provisions of the contract after you

have signed it. The less common alternative is for the
company to send you a completely new contract to sign.
Thus, in addition to any amendments that are attached
to the original contract package, you may receive several
amendments to the contract during its term.

Understanding the different pieces of the
provider contract will make it easier for you to
review it. The typical provider contract has four
basic components.

The fee schedule. The schedule of various reimbursement
rates by procedure code is usually a separate document. Be
sure that you have reviewed and understand this schedule
before you sign the contract. For example, there may be
different fee schedules for different programs and it may
not be immediately clear which schedule or schedules
apply to your practice.
Other provider guidance incorporated by reference into
the contract. Provider contracts also often have you agree
to follow policies or procedures contained in resources
that are not part of the provider contract package that the
company sends you. The most common such resource is
the provider section of the insurance company website.
That section often contains important information such as
recordkeeping, pre-authorization and billing requirements,
as well as services the insurer does not cover. (These
provider website sections replace the printed Provider
Manual from a decade or two ago.)

KEY CONTRACT PROVISIONS
• Term and termination
• Ability to assign you to different company
networks or products
• Payment and recoupment
• Recordkeeping policies and procedures,
and audits
• Changes to contract terms
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You should review these sources before you sign the
contract, but be aware that the company has flexibility to
change this outside guidance without formally amending
your contract. The main contract or state law may limit
the extent to which the company can alter the contract
without proper notice. See “Changes to contract terms”
in the next section for additional information.

Key provisions
The following provisions are the ones most likely
to be central to psychologists’ disputes with, or
concerns about, a company. With the exception of
the recordkeeping and billing procedures, all of these
provisions should be in the main contract – but they may
be altered by amendments to the contract.
Term and termination. These provisions, or at least the
termination provision, are usually found near the end of
the contract. Most provider contracts are now set up to
renew annually until you or the company terminates the
contract.
Termination provisions control the circumstances
under which you or the company can terminate the
contract, and the notice required before termination.
Most contracts enumerate certain reasons that will
allow the company to terminate the contract, such
as alleged breaches of the contract that you do not
fix after being notified by the company. Commonly,
providers are allowed to terminate without giving
reasons, but are often required to give 90-day notice to
allow for transitioning the care of patients covered by
the company. Contracts often have specific provisions
regarding your obligations to provide care to these
patients during the transition period.
Ability to assign you to different company networks or
products. Some contracts give the insurance or managed
care company leeway to send you patients affiliated with
lower paying plans and networks also operated by the
company. For example, you contract to provide services
for a preferred provider organization (PPO), but the
company is also able to send you patients affiliated with
a health maintenance organization (HMO) that has lower
reimbursement rates.
Relatedly, some provider contracts have a provision
saying that if you sign up for one of the company’s plans
or products, for example a higher paying PPO plan, you
are automatically enrolling in all of the company’s plans.
Virginia prohibits such “all products” clauses.

Contracts often address circumstances under
which companies may demand repayment
for services, also known as recoupment or
claw back.
Payment and recoupment. The following are important
aspects of the contract regarding payment provisions. The
contract should define the “covered services” for which
you will get paid. It should also state how promptly the
company will pay you after you have submitted a clean
claim – one that contains all of the information necessary
for the company to process payment. Virtually all states
require insurance and managed care companies to pay
claims within a certain number of days after receiving clean
claims – for example 15 days for electronically submitted
claims and 30 days for paper claims. The company should
follow whichever time period is shorter – the one specified
by state law or the provider contract.
To make sure that you are filing clean claims that the
company must promptly pay, you should familiarize
yourself with the company’s pre-authorization
requirements and billing procedures before you provide
services. These are often found in the provider section of
the company website.
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Payment provisions also typically govern the extent to
which you can bill patients/insureds for uncovered services
or services that are deemed not medically necessary. For
example, the company may determine that certain services
are not medically necessary, or not covered for other reasons,
but the contract still prohibits you from charging more than
the reimbursement rate to which you agreed for providing
these services. Or you may be required to have the patient
sign a document acknowledging that the patient understands
that the services will not be covered by the insurer.
Finally, contracts often address circumstances under
which companies may demand repayment for services,
also known as recoupment or claw back. For example, the
company may discover after paying you that a beneficiary
was no longer an employee when you provided services,
and therefore not covered by its insurance. Many states
have laws that limit how far back a company can go with
recoupment. Two years is common, but a few states limit
recoupment to 180 days.
Recordkeeping policies and procedures, and audits. Your
contract may specify how many years you need to keep
patient records. Regardless of what the contract does or
doesn’t say about the records retention period, a longer
retention period may be required by your state’s law or
recommended by APA’s recordkeeping guidelines.

Help consumers find you.

The Psychologist Locator
A benefit of your APAPO membership dues
Create or update your listing at

psychologistlocator.org

continued on page 18

RELATED RESOURCES FROM THE APA PRACTICE ORGANIZATION
Look for current issues regarding provider contracts,
and dealing with insurance/managed care generally,
in the Insurance and Managed Care section of the APA
Practice Organization’s Practice Central website at
apapracticecentral.org/advocacy/managed/index.aspx
10 tips for resolving issues with insurance companies
Pointers to make the process of problem resolution with
insurance companies less painful and more effective.
apapracticecentral.org/update/2008/12-17/secure/
resolving-insurance-issues.aspx
Update on risk adjustment audits
Recommendations and information for members who
have received Inovalon audit requests for Anthem
BCBS and other companies. apapracticecentral.org/update/2015/04-16/risk-adjustment-audits.aspx

Detailed or lean therapy records?
Helpful information in rethinking your approach to
record-keeping in the wake of Risk Adjustment Audits
under the Affordable Care Act.
apapracticecentral.org/update/2014/12-18/detailed-leanrecords.aspx
Dealing with managed care audits
Steps for psychologists to follow before and after receiving
an audit notice.
apapracticecentral.org/good-practice/secure/care-audits.pdf
Dealing with discount networks
A step-by-step guide for psychologists.
apapracticecentral.org/good-practice/secure/discountnetworks.pdf
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EVOLVING ROLES FOR PSYCHOLOGISTS

Partnerships for Patient Care
Practitioner Profile: Ronald C. Fish, PhD

W

hen medical
staff at Crouse
Hospital in
Syracuse, NY, needed help
dealing with challenging
interactions with patients,
they turned to psychologist
Ronald C. Fish, PhD, and
his large mental health
practice for a consultation.
Next the nurses needed
help managing patients
Ronald C. Fish, PhD
who weren’t responding to
pain treatment, then more
help managing patients whose rudeness, combativeness
or heart-rending situations were causing nurses’ stress
levels to skyrocket. Then Fish suggested screening all of
the hospital’s patients for depression and anxiety, a process
that has begun with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
and cardiology patients. Patients with identified mental
health problems get referred to Fish and his practice.
“You have to get your foot in the door and show you’re
useful,” says Fish, co-owner and clinical director of
Psychological HealthCare, PLLC, headquartered in
Syracuse. “It’s all about identifying needs and trying to
help people.”
That has been a guiding principle for Fish and his partner,
psychologist Joel Richman, PhD, as they’ve built the
practice over the last 16 years. The practice now includes 70
clinicians, about half of whom are psychologists, plus social
workers, licensed mental health counselors and a doctorallevel marriage and family therapist. The practice has five
offices throughout the Syracuse metropolitan area. It has
psychologists and other clinicians co-located in 16 medical
offices, with three or four more co-location arrangements
soon to come. And the practice now has a contract to provide
ongoing assistance to medical staff at Crouse.

Connecting with medical practices
Fish’s practice didn’t start out big.

A couple of years after earning a doctorate in clinical
psychology from Loyola University Chicago in 1983, he
launched a solo psychotherapy practice.
Then he got interested in joining forces with medical
professionals. In the late 1990s, he and another psychologist
approached a pediatric practice about co-location. “We
realized that when a 15-year-old came to our offices, having
suffered and failed in life for many years already, it was
sad to us that we hadn’t gotten to him earlier,” says Fish.
The pediatricians invited Fish to open an office in the same
building and began referring patients. By 1999, Fish had
seven or eight clinicians in his practice. He then joined
forces with what had once been a competing practice run by
Richman. Together they had about 15 providers.
The practice then began growing. “A few years ago, it
became clear that the way health care was evolving, we
couldn’t really be a stand-alone organization,” says Fish.
“With consolidation going on in the health-care industry,
we realized that we needed to ally ourselves. We looked for
partners who put patient care first.”
As a result, he began intensifying his efforts to partner with
medical practices seeking to deliver improved care for
their patients. What started out as simple referrals has now
evolved into ever-increasing interconnectivity.
Take the co-located clinicians, for example. Most of the
clinicians are co-located in primary care offices. The practice
also has two psychologists co-located in the office of a
bariatric surgeon, who contacted the practice because he
wanted to figure out why 25 percent of his surgeries failed
and how to help patients succeed. The psychologists perform
pre-surgical evaluations and are exploring research projects
to answer the surgeon’s question. The practice will soon
place a clinician in a cardiology office.
The medical practices have been appreciative, says Fish.
“It makes their jobs easier,” he says. When the mental
health clinicians first start at a medical practice, he adds,
they tend to see the people the physicians have been
trying unsuccessfully for years to send to behavioral health
providers for traditional mental health problems. “These are
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people who have been seeing physicians for quasi-medical
complaints but who are really having problems in living,”
says Fish.
The medical practices and Psychological HealthCare remain
separate business entities bound by agreements covering how
the practices will collaborate. Psychological HealthCare does
its own billing. The behavioral health clinicians have full or
limited access to a medical practice’s electronic health record
system, depending on the medical practice. The clinicians
and physicians work closely together.
Last year, the Health Alliance Physician Organization and
IPA, a group of physicians affiliated with Crouse, approved
Psychological HealthCare to join their independent practice
association as a member organization. “It’s all about
relationship-building and trust-building,” says Fish.
With the extension of Psychological HealthCare’s agreement
with Crouse Hospital, the practice will continue to consult
with hospitalized patients as well as training and supporting
medical staff. Recently Fish delivered a grand-rounds
presentation at Crouse about dealing with challenging
patients.
“Difficult people get sick, too,” says Fish, explaining that the
nurses are periodically confronted with patients who, when
under stress, are loud and combative. Patients may be upset
about bad medical outcomes. Or patients may be faring so
poorly that nurses find themselves grieving. Fish and his
colleagues help the nurses understand what’s going on with
patients, how their own emotions interact with the patients’
emotions and what internal and external resources they can
utilize to stop difficult situations from escalating.
In one recent case, for instance, a patient was upset about
perceived mistreatment by a nurse, which in turn upset
the nurse. Fish explained to the nurse how her emotional
arousal interfered with her capacity to think straight, then
accompanied her to the patient’s room to support and
calm the nurse as well as the patient and help keep the
conversation constructive.
“The chief nursing officer told me, ‘When you were called to
the floor, the nurses were beside themselves and didn’t know
what to do,’” says Fish. “She said, ‘When you went in, it was
like a flipped switch.’”
The agreement with the hospital covers the cost of a clinician
on call nine hours a day to help with crises. “The hospital is
facing massive budget cuts next year, but they’re continuing
our contract, because they value our services,” says Fish.

		

If you see a need or another opportunity, just
go talk to people about it. Interested, motivated
people who treasure clinical integrity will see
the benefit of working with you.
Helping both patients and practitioners thrive
All this activity has helped the practice flourish.
For one thing, the practice now averages 800 new patient
contacts a month. More than half of those new referrals come
from the physician practices where the practice’s clinicians
are co-located.
While the practice was in its biggest growth spurt a decade
ago, Fish devoted himself full time to its administration. Even
now, the practice is so big he spends about 70 percent of his
time simply running it.
Some practices have trouble finding psychologists to work in
integrated practice settings. Not Psychological HealthCare. In
fact, says Fish, more and more clinicians are seeking out the
practice. When Fish finds a clinician who seems like a good
fit for this kind of integrated practice, he contacts medical
practices to talk about possible co-location placements.
But Fish is convinced that integrating psychological and
medical care is helping patients as well as his practice
to thrive. And he’s hoping to eventually have the data to
prove it.
That’s why he’s on the board of HealtheConnections, a
nonprofit organization that aims to use health information
exchanges to improve patient care and health in the region.
That organization – and the data bank of medical encounters
it operates – will play a key role not just in driving treatment
decisions and facilitating the shift to pay-for-performance
models but also in proving integrated care’s value, says
Fish. As data become available, he says, he’ll be pushing for
local pilot projects to demonstrate integrated care’s positive
impact.
For other psychologists interested in collaborating with
physicians, Fish has this advice: Just keep pushing and don’t
be sensitive to rejection. “Put yourself out there and keep
making proposals,” he says. “If you see a need or another
opportunity, just go talk to people about it. Interested,
motivated people who treasure clinical integrity will see the
benefit of working with you.”
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FOCUS ON PQRS

Participating Successfully in the Medicare PQRS Program
What to know and do for the 2015 and 2016 reporting years

T

he Physician Quality Reporting System (PQRS) is
part of a broader initiative to improve quality of
care in Medicare. By reporting on PQRS quality
measures, individual providers and group practices can
quantify how often they are meeting a particular quality
metric.
The PQRS program now applies a negative adjustment to
Medicare payments for eligible professionals (EPs) who did
not satisfactorily report data on quality measures two years
prior. Those who report satisfactorily for the 2015 reporting
year will avoid the PQRS negative payment adjustment in
2017.
There are three ways to participate in PQRS: claims-based
reporting; in a registry approved by the Centers for Medicare
and Medicaid Services (CMS); or via certified electronic
health record (EHR).
Claims-based reporting is done by adding Measures Codes
and Quality Codes to the electronic or paper claim form that
you currently submit to Medicare. Detailed instructions for
selecting and using measures and quality codes are available
in the 2015 PQRS Individual Claims Registry Measure
Specification Manual at go.cms.gov/1PCM0YJ. Psychologists
who are reporting through claims have until February 28,
2016 to submit their 2015 data directly to CMS. While the

agency has not made changes to the claims-based reporting
method for 2016, CMS has indicated that it will not support
this reporting method indefinitely.
EPs may also satisfy the requirements for PQRS by reporting
quality measures data to a participating registry, which
collects and transmits data to CMS. PQRS registries must
meet criteria set by CMS, such as having secure methods
for data transmission and providing feedback to registry
participants. More information on registry reporting is
available at go.cms.gov/1wLWF8C.
The APA Practice Organization (APAPO), in collaboration
with Healthmonix, launched a registry in 2014 available to all
eligible mental health professionals. Psychologists wishing
to use the CMS-approved APAPO PQRSPRO registry must
sign up for the 2015 reporting year by January 31, 2016 and
submit their PQRS data to the registry by February 15. For
more information, see the sidebar on page 14.
Finally, individual EPs and group practices can submit
quality measure data directly from their own EHR system,
provided it is considered certified EHR technology (CEHRT),
or through an EHR Data Submission Vendor which collects
clinical quality data directly from the EP’s or group practice’s
CEHRT and submits it on their behalf. More information on
EHR reporting is available at go.cms.gov/1u2vPIF.
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2016 PQRS Reporting Measures Most Applicable to Psychologists
Measure
No.

Measure Name

NQS Domain

Reporting
Method

128

Preventive care and screening: Body mass
index screening and follow-up

Community/population
health

Claims, registry and
EHR

130

Documentation and verification of current
medication in the medical record

Patient safety

Claims, registry and
EHR

131

Pain assessment prior to the initiation of patient
therapy and follow-up

Communication and
care coordination

Claims and registry

134

Screening for clinical depression and follow-up
plan

Community/population
health

Claims, registry and
EHR

181

Elder maltreatment screen and follow-up plan

Patient safety

Claims and registry

226

Preventive care and screening: Tobacco use
screening and cessation intervention

Community/population
health

Claims, registry and
EHR

325

Adult major depressive disorder (MDD):
Coordination of care of patients with specific
comorbid conditions

Communication and
care coordination

Registry only

370

Depression remission at twelve months

Effective clinical care

Registry only

383

Adherence to antipsychotic medications for
individuals with schizophrenia

Patient safety

Registry only

411

Depression remission at six months

Communication and
care coordination

Registry only

414

Evaluation or interview for risk of opioid misuse

Effective clinical care

Registry only

431

Preventive care and screening: Unhealthy
alcohol use and brief counseling

Community/population
health

Registry and
measures group
reporting
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Successful reporting
In order to successfully report for 2015 and 2016, EPs must
submit data on nine measures, which must fall into at least
three out of six categories called domains. There are six
available domains identified by the National Quality Strategy
(NQS) that represent federal priorities in the effort to improve
health and the quality of health care. The six domains are
patient safety, person and caregiver centered experience and
outcome, communication and care coordination, effective
clinical care, community/population health, and efficiency
and cost reduction.

For those participants who have face-to-face
encounters with patients, one of the nine
measures must be a cross-cutting measure.

The 2016 PQRS measures most applicable to psychologists
are listed in the chart on page 13.
For those participants who have face-to-face encounters
with patients, one of the nine measures must be a crosscutting measure. Cross-cutting measures are existing PQRS
measures that reflect improvement in patients’ functional
status. Of those listed in the chart, measures 128, 130, 131,
and 226 are cross-cutting measures. CMS no longer accepts
a “0 percent performance rate” for a measure, meaning
the EP must perform the measure action at least once to
satisfactorily report.
Those who report fewer than nine measures across
three domains will be subject to Medicare’s MeasureApplicability Validation (MAV) process. The MAV process
examines whether the measures reported are part of a
clinically related “cluster,” meaning a group of measures
applicable to a particular health problem. EPs reporting
fewer than nine measures across three domains can still
report successfully if the MAV process does not find other
measures that the EP could have used in reporting. As
stated above, an EP having face-to-face encounters with
patients must report at least one cross-cutting measure or
the EP will have failed, regardless of how many measures
they report.
APAPO expects that many psychologists will need to
go through the MAV process based on their patient
populations and the limited number of services they
provide to Medicare beneficiaries. More information on
the MAV process is available at apapracticecentral.org/
update/2014/04-24/pqrs-track.aspx.

APA PRACTICE ORGANIZATION

THE APAPO PQRSPRO REGISTRY
APAPO, in collaboration with a leading health care
data and technology company named Healthmonix,
launched the APAPO PQRSPRO registry in 2014
to focus on PQRS measures used by mental and
behavioral health providers. PQRS participants have
a 99-percent success rate when reporting through
registries and EHRs, as compared to a 56-percent
success rate when reporting on claims forms. The
APAPO PQRSPRO system automatically calculates and
validates your data to ensure successful submission.
Information about how to use the APAPO PQRSPRO
registry is available on the registry website at apapo.
pqrspro.com, which includes tutorials to guide
participants through the reporting process. Registry
staff members are available to provide support to
participants.
For the 2015 reporting year, members who want to
use the registry must sign up with APAPO PQRSPRO
by January 31, 2016 and submit their PQRS data by
February 15, 2016.

Psychologists who treat patients with dementia also have
the option of reporting the Dementia Measures Group.
Psychologists choosing this option must report each
measure in the group on 20 patients, at least 11 of whom
must be Medicare Part B fee-for-service (not Medicare
Advantage) patients. Measures groups cannot be reported
through claims; a psychologist who wants to report the
Dementia Measures Group must use a registry or EHR
reporting. The 2016 Dementia Measures Group consists of
the following measures:
#47 Care Plan
#134 S
 creening for Clinical Depression and Follow-up
Plan
#280 Staging of Dementia
#281 Cognitive Assessment
#282 Functional Status Assessment
#283 Neuropsychiatric Symptom Assessment
#284 Management of Neuropsychiatric Symptoms
#286 Counseling Regarding Safety Concerns
#287 Counseling Regarding Risks of Driving
#288 Caregiver Education and Support
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ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
The Quality Improvement Programs section of the
APA Practice Organization’s Practice Central website
contains the latest information for 2015 and 2016
for both new participants and those who are already
reporting in the program. Resources include a list of
measures available for 2015 and 2016, a quick reference
guide that links applicable codes to each measure,
frequently asked questions and video tutorials on
participating in PQRS.
apapracticecentral.org/reimbursement/improvement/
index.aspx
The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services page
on the Physician Quality Reporting System provides
quick links to a variety of topics, including eligibility,
how to get started in PQRS reporting, PQRS measures
codes, group practice reporting information, electronic
reporting and more.
go.cms.gov/Vkaa8V

Certified Health IT Product list (CERHT)
A comprehensive list of certified health information
technology products maintained by the Office of the
National Coordinator for Health Information Technology.
Psychologists interested in PQRS reporting via an electronic
health record (EHR) system should check this list.
oncchpl.force.com/ehrcert
QualityNet Help Desk
The QualityNet Help Desk provides answers to
common PQRS support questions, including reporting
requirements, negative payment adjustments and
feedback reports.
1-866-288-8912 (TTY 1-877-715-6222) or
Qnetsupport@hcqis.org Monday-Friday from
7 a.m. to 7 p.m. CT.
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Understanding Military Culture

continued from page 5

But while a military psychologist works for the military and
abides by different rules, psychologists in the community
can offer the same privacy and confidentiality to military
individuals that they would to anyone else – something
that psychologists should emphasize with military clients.

It’s important to acknowledge the strength a
military client is demonstrating just by his or
her presence in your office.

“Some people … assume that service members don’t
have any confidentiality, when in fact the limits to
confidentiality are almost identical to what you see in the
civilian sector,” says Porter, explaining that psychologists
working in the community are duty-bound to report threats
to self or others.

Psychologists could also ask permission to discuss concerns
with the client’s commander, says Porter. If a person’s job
involves driving tanks and a psychotropic medicine can
make users drowsy, for example, the psychologist could ask
for permission to alert the person’s commander that he or she
shouldn’t be driving.

A psychologist working with an active-duty client should
also probe into the nature of the person’s work, Palomares
adds. “Are we talking about someone who is just entering
data or someone walking around with an M16 guarding a
top-secret facility or someone who’s actually working in a
top-secret facility?” he says. “If they’re working in a highly
sensitive or very volatile area yet struggling with mental
health issues, when do those issues impact their jobs?”

No matter how you handle confidentiality concerns, it’s
important to acknowledge the strength a military client is
demonstrating just by his or her presence in your office, says
Porter, explaining that military culture encourages stoicism.
“They tend to think that they need to be strong and need to
handle issues on their own,” she says. “It takes a great deal of
courage to reach out and ask for help.”

Civilian Psychology Careers
Care for military personnel,
beneficiaries and their families at Army
hospitals and clinics worldwide.
» Exceptional Benefits
» Opportunities Worldwide
» Rewarding Careers
» Flexible Work Schedules
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Army Medicine Civilian Corps employees are NOT subject to military
requirements such as "boot camp," enlistments or deployments.
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We’re ahead of the curve. And we help you get there, too.
Visit apapracticecentral.org for the latest on the topics
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•
•
•
•
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Psychotherapy codes
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Medicare reimbursement
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And much more
Want to hear about it when it happens?
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Demystifying Provider Contracts

continued from page 9

The details of what content should be in your records is
usually not covered in the provider contract, but more
likely in the provider section of the company website. In
some cases, the company’s recordkeeping guidance is not
well tailored to mental health recordkeeping. If so contact
the company to clarify what recordkeeping it expects from
you as a psychologist. Document your inquiry and any
response.
The reason that companies may tell you how long and
how to keep records is that most provider contracts give
the company the right to audit your patient records. A
company may conduct audits for a variety of reasons,
including quality of care, medical necessity, quality of
recordkeeping, fraud and abuse, and the annual Risk
Adjustment Audits that started in 2015 as required by
the Affordable Care Act. (See the sidebar on page 9
for articles on preparing for and responding to various
insurance and managed care audits.)

It’s not too late.
There’s still time to report PQRS measures for
2015 if you register online by January 31, 2016.

Changes to contract terms. Most provider contracts have
what might be called a “take it or get out” provision for
contract changes. In other words, contracts often require
the company to give you 60 days’ notice of significant
changes to the contract. But if you don’t like the change,
the only option the contract gives you is to terminate your
contract. If you find yourself in this circumstance and you
have bargaining power with the company, it may be worth
asking whether the company will make an exception for
your practice.
Please note: Legal issues are complex and highly factspecific and require legal expertise that cannot be
provided by any single article. In addition, laws change
over time and vary by jurisdiction. The information in this
article should not be used as a substitute for obtaining
personal legal advice and consultation prior to making
decisions regarding individual circumstances.

apapo.pqrspro.com
TM

LIVING WELL
ON DIALYSIS
TAKE CHARGE OF YOUR EMOTIONS
If you receive dialysis treatments for kidney disease, you probably spend a lot of time focused on your physical
health. That’s important — but so, too, is your mental and emotional well-being.
Dialysis is life-saving, but it’s also life-changing. Still, by taking charge of your emotional health — and accepting
help when you need it — you can live a rewarding life on dialysis.

Rollercoaster Emotions
Dialysis requires significant time and effort. In addition to the
considerable time spent traveling to and from appointments
and undergoing treatment itself, people receiving dialysis must
carefully monitor their diet and fluid intake. It’s a lot of work, and
it takes time to adapt to the changes.
When people learn they need to begin dialysis, they typically
experience a flurry of emotions. Often, the first reaction is shock
or denial. People may feel numb or fail to accept the reality of
the situation. Anger, sadness, worry, and guilt are also common.
People may dwell on the past, wondering what they could have
done differently.

When people learn they need to begin
dialysis, they typically experience
a flurry of emotions.
But the emotions aren’t always negative. People who knew that
dialysis was likely in their future might feel a kind of relief now
that they have started. Some people, such as those awaiting
a kidney transplant, might feel a strange mixture of emotions,
including hopefulness, anxiety and fear.
No matter what you’re feeling, it helps to know this emotional
rollercoaster is common. As you adjust to the dialysis routine,
you should start to feel more like yourself again. And as you
continue on with your life, there are steps you can take to
manage sadness, worry and stress.

Managing Stress
and Negative Feelings
Maintain the activities in life that bring you pleasure. Don’t
let dialysis prevent you from doing things you love to do. As
much as possible, keep up the hobbies and interests you had
before dialysis, even if you have to adapt them somewhat to
your dialysis schedule or health condition. If you can, continue
working. Socialize with friends. People who make a point to go
on with life as usual, despite dialysis, tend to be happier and
healthier.
Educate yourself. Gather information and ask questions to help
you understand the dialysis treatment and the lifestyle changes
that go along with it. Your healthcare providers are learning
from you, too. Keep a list of your questions and bring them to
your doctor appointments and keep a notebook of important
information so you have all your medical information in one
place. Having all the necessary details will help you maintain a
sense of control over your health.
Stay connected to other people. Reach out for support from
your spouse/partner, family and friends. Be open with them
about what you’re experiencing and how you’re feeling, and
don’t be afraid to ask for help. Explain to others what you need;
your loved ones probably want to help, but they may not know
how unless you tell them.
Seek additional support. No matter how helpful your friends
and family are, it can be hard for you to experience something
they don’t fully understand. Talk to your doctor about joining a
support group for people with kidney disease so you can connect
with others who are going through the same things you are.

continued >>

apa.org/helpcenter
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PsychologistLocator.org

Learn more about how psychologists help

Get information

Find a psychologist

Take a deep breath. Relaxation exercises such as meditation
and gentle forms of yoga, as well as prayer can help lower stress
levels. Exercise has also been shown to boost mood in people
undergoing dialysis. Consult with your physician about what
forms of exercise are safe and appropriate for you.
Give back. Continuing to be helpful to those you love,
volunteering your time or doing charitable work can help remind
you that you have valuable skills to offer, even if you can no
longer work or take on as many commitments as you once did.
Seek professional help. When dealing with a chronic illness, it’s
easy to get stuck in negative thought patterns. Psychologists,
social workers and other mental health professionals can help
you take control of those negative thoughts and adjust to the
unique challenges of dialysis.

If you’re concerned about your emotional state or your stress
levels, there are people who can help. The doctors and mental
health professionals at your dialysis clinic are trained to discuss
these concerns with you and help you manage them. They can
also provide you with resources and referrals of local mental
health providers in your community that can help.
People undergoing dialysis can safely take some antidepressant
medications. However, non-drug options may also be effective,
either alone or in combination with medications. Studies
have found that exercise therapy and cognitive behavioral
therapy (CBT), for instance, can successfully treat depression in
people with chronic kidney disease. With CBT, a mental health
professional can help you identify ways that you are stuck and
help you gain control over negative thoughts and unhelpful
behaviors. Many people with kidney disease find that therapy
can help them begin to feel like their old selves again.

Signs You May Need Help
It’s normal to feel sad while adjusting to the changes that
dialysis brings. But for some people, the sadness lingers.
Studies suggest that approximately 1 in 5 patients with chronic
kidney disease suffer from depression. Anxiety is also common
in people with chronic illness. A 2008 study found that 45
percent of people receiving dialysis for end-stage renal disease
experienced some type of anxiety disorder.
You might need extra help managing your emotions if you
notice you are:
•

Feeling hopeless

•

Often very stressed or worried

•

Sleeping more or less than you used to

•

Frequently irritable with friends and family

•

Withdrawing from people or activities you used to enjoy

•

Doing things you know aren’t healthy, like skipping
medications

•

Making excuses for not following doctor’s
recommendations

MOVING FORWARD
Establishing new, healthy habits takes time. When you
make a mistake, don’t beat yourself up — or give up.
Instead of dwelling on what you did wrong, think about
how you might better handle that situation in the future,
and then move on.
Chronic kidney disease is serious, but it is manageable.
With the right tools and the right support, you can take
control of your emotional and physical health to live a full
and rewarding life.

Special thanks to Joanne Smith, R.N., Education Manager for
DPC Education Center, and qualified professionals Teri Bourdeau,
PhD, Josephine Johnson, PhD, Maureen O’Reilly-Landry, PhD,
Kathryn Sawyer, PhD, and Cortney J. Taylor, PhD, who contributed
to this article.

This resource was developed jointly by the American Psychological Association (APA) and Dialysis Patient Citizens Education Center as part
of a partnership to educate dialysis patients and their families on the psychological and emotional aspects of managing kidney disease.
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